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Customized Strategies for Effective Security Solutions
From proactive security assessments to targeted measures addressing key threats, Stream’s security teams tailor
client-specific solutions to protect physical and intellectual property while respecting budget constraints.

Enterprise Protection Protocols:
Physical Security Risk
Assessment

Policy/Procedure Evaluation
and Development

Security Awareness
Training

Business Continuity
Planning

Security System Design

Security Vendor
Management

• Natural/industrial
disasters
• Crime/civil unrest
• Existing technologies
• Physical barriers
• Policies and procedures
• Executive protection
assessment

• Key stakeholder insights
• Pinpointing missioncritical functions
• Clear protocols for staff
and systems

• Guard-Force Standard
Operating Procedures
• Mobile device policies
• Employee email protocols
• Information protection
policies
• Site access and visitor
management protocols
• Video management
• Access control systems
• Integrated systems to
monitor triggered events

• Travel security
• Workplace violence
prevention
• Active-shooter
response /survival
• Security Operational
Training

• Due diligence on
security firms
• Oversight of policies
and performance
• Guard-force provider
contract bid/award
oversight

Penetration Testing
(Physical and Cyber)

• Locks and other
physical barriers
• Visitor access procedures
• Internal and external
network access
• Unconventional risks
from power-overethernet systems
• Social Engineering and
Public Information
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Perimeter dynamics

What security issues do nearby
facilities and the surrounding

are led by certified subject

steps been taken to adequately

matter experts with extensive

protect and monitor the

experience in the protection

perimeter? Is there a history of

and investigation industry. Our

criminal activity in the area?

seasoned professionals don’t

Are there opportunities for crime
prevention through environmental
design (CPTED), such as
architectural design, landscaping,
traffic control or ballistic and
explosion protection?

Interior operations

Are employees and vendors
properly trained on security
and emergency procedures?
Are appropriate safeguards
in place to assist with security

Our security approach is based on the
industry-standard “concentric rings”
methodology, which leverages multiple
layers of protection to deter, detect or delay
threats. These critical intervention zones
add valuable time for companies to initiate
an effective response.

policy enforcement? Are security
violations taken seriously by
management and handled
appropriately?

Restricted access

Do security technologies function
properly and integrate with
complementary systems? Is access
to restricted areas limited by
business need and job function?
Are visitors properly vetted and
escorted while in secured areas?
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Stream’s client-specific services

neighborhood present? Have

Exterior architecture

Peeling back the layers
of risk management

Custom solutions from
security experts

just focus on today’s threats;
they also consider the economic
and security implications of
future expansion. For example,
a technology investment that
seems very affordable today
could cost more in the long run
if that solution is nearing the end
of its product cycle, or if it isn’t
designed to be scalable.
Whether you’re in need of a
specific assessment for auditing
purposes or a comprehensive
security review for your own
peace of mind, we bring an
objective perspective to the
conversation. While providers
of specific security technologies
or services will always have a
vested interest in selling their
own solutions, Stream Critical
Environments evaluates your
existing environment with the
sole intention of recommending
the most relevant, scalable, costeffective course of action for
your business.
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Meet our Security Principal
Christopher D. Miller, CPP
Director of Corporate Security

Chris draws upon the insights gained over his 25 years of experience in global security

management, investigations, executive protection and incident management to provide Stream
customers with comprehensive strategies and tightly targeted tactics to protect their assets.

Over the course of his career, Chris has been instrumental in security operational management,
vulnerability assessments, and remediation for such high-profile customers as AIG worldwide,
Equinix, T5 Data Centers, Dyson Technologies, Tyson Foods, CBRE and many more.

As both a licensed security consultant and a private investigator, Chris is well-versed in a broad

range of security assessment and operational issues, including security management, site security

vulnerability assessment, and executive protection at home and abroad. His professional affiliations
include ASIS International, InfraGard, and the North Texas Crime Commission.

ABOUT STREAM DATA CENTERS

Stream Data Centers has provided premium data center services since
1999, with 90% of inventory leased to Fortune 500 customers. To date,
the company has acquired and developed a broad national portfolio
of data center properties, with leadership remaining consistent.
Stream speculatively develops turnkey data centers for Hyperscale and
Enterprise users. Additionally, Stream develops Build to Suit Data Centers
and operates an Energy Services practice with a focus on low cost,
renewable energy solutions. All of Stream’s facilities feature carrier-neutral,
low latency connectivity to network and public cloud providers. Above
all, Stream is dedicated to improving the data center experience
through exceptional people and service.
Stream Data Centers is a subsidiary of Stream Realty
Partners, a full service commercial real estate investment,
development and services company.

Learn more about Stream Data Centers’
facility portfolio and our suite of proven
data center management services at
www.streamdatacenters.com
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Committed to improving the data center experience
through exceptional people and service.
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